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Summary

Reading foreign students at the University 
At the University of Koya A field study 

 
In this research we tried to knowing un outer reading by university 

students in Koya University. The reading is an important process in the life 
of anyone in the society which is participates in a human growing, and it's 
an important source to increasing the knowledge and consciousness for 
society individuals.  

We depended on the student's university which a sample till we know 
how is the range of important of reading by student's because in our day's 
we can get a good sources and all student's can do it but the general thing's 
is how they like the reading and the how is there finance capability to obtain 
an information sources? 

The important of this research is in the some aims and we tried to know 
how is the range of un outer reading by student's university because if there 



 

want to increasing there capability information they need as searching to 
getting information and reading un outer subject's and they can doing it 
which is an important assistant, but the essential question is how they 
depended on the un outer reading , because we can get a good information 
about the level of a knowledgement of fundamentals of a society culture 
which is becoming the reading in it like a good things to participating a 
good education for all societies individual. 

Un outerreading is a good symbol for appearance the awareness level in 
any society because the reading is paying a benefit's to the society 
individuals 

All researches which are finished in all different societies it cleared that 
we can get accurate information about the society's culture level, because 
with increasing knowledgement level we have a good increasing in a culture 
level in the society. 

In this research we used the social survey method and historical method 
to collecting information. And we used 150 information's form to obtain 
information's. we divided all form's on the Male and Female in humanity 
scientist faculty in (History, Geography,Sociology) departments and we 
obtained the intended aim by using (intentionality sample) because this 
subject is have a good connecting with the humanity faculties till scientist 
faculties. And we used the percentage ratio to the statistics center to 
analyzing information's. 

Dialogue about the researches aim: 
1. About the aims that it say: "trying to knowing reading favorites un 

outer reading by student's university" it appeared that % 87.33 likes it an % 
12.66 they don’t' like it. 

2.About the aims that it says: "is the university student's are reading by a 
good and limited time" it appeared that % 63.99 using it and % 36 they don't 
depended on an accurate time system for reading. 

3.About the aims that it says:Trying to knowing the thing's that 
encourages the student to reading" it appeared %52.66 of them they are 
reading for developing and increasing ability to reading and % 26 to filling 
the spare time and % 18 for liking scientist, and % 3.33 they read for 
another purposes. 

4. About the aims that it says:"is the student's university are felling the 
neglect towards reading" it appeared % 92.66 they confessions to neglecting 
towards reading, and % 7.33 they don't confessions to the neglecting 
towards it.  


